The
Summer 2013

Mustachio
865 654 8560

We offer a $149.00 on site repair
evaluation. This includes a 29
Point Inspection Report.

865 654 8560

Summer Check List
Water Damage
With all the rain the area has
seen, there is a good chance
water may have invaded
some parts of your structure

Insect Damage
Those critters have been
busy during these hot spells.
Sun Damage
UV rays are brutal to your
wood and its finish. Repair
any damage early and use a
UV resistant finish to protect
your investment.

For More Information
Contact Us at:
865 654 8560
Or Visit

WWW.Logdoctors.com

Plant Damage
Look for invasive root systems and vining plants that
may have penetrated your
home. These can cause serious damage once established.

Eastwood LLC

Ask The LogDoctors
Questions From Our Customers

Q -When is the best time Q - I have a small section movement. Always use
to media blast my log
of damage on my log home. a high quality stain on
home?
Do I have to replace the
your log home. Never
entire log?
paint it.
A -Media blasting can be
done almost anytime, but A -No! The damaged portion Q -We use our log home
summer is best because can be cut out and replaced. as a vacation destination
we have more day light to But this usually takes pro- and are not there most of
work with.
fessionals to do. You can
the year. Are there proend up doing more damage grams available to insure
Q -I have several layers than what you started with our home is protected
of finishes on my logs and resulting in more expense. from weather events
they are loosing their col- Call the LogDoctors and
while we are gone?
or. Whats the best meth- have them evaluate what is
od to restore my homes the best solution. Remember A -Yes, The LogDoctors
finish?
that there could be hidden have several absentee
damage you may miss and owner maintenance
A -The secret to a great have to repeat the repair in a programs available.
looking log home is the year or two.
These programs include
base wood you start with.
landscaping and storm
If you don’t remove all Q - My neighbor just paint- evaluation. There is one
of the old finish, the new ed his log home. I think it to fit your needs and
one will look blotchy and looks pretty good. Should I provide you with peace
uneven. Media Blasting paint mine as well?
of mind while you are
removes all of the old
gone. Emergency repair
finish and any damaged A -Not just no, but NO!
contracts are available so
surface so you can start Your logs need to breath,
contact LogDoctors to
fresh. This method is also that is to say that moisture see how affordable this
environmentally friendli- has to move in or out of
protection can be.
er than harsh chemicals. the wood as the humidity
Once you have a good
changes. By sealing the logs
***
base to start from, use
with paint you prevent this
a high quality stain to pro- natural process from taking
tect your logs for years to place. The trapped moisture
come.
within the logs can cause
cracks, twisting and log

